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INTERNATIONAL WINNER
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There is much to interest the sports ear enthusiast in the Austin Healey Sprite Mk. ll.
Behind the wheel is the "feel" and performance of the “big” sports ear combined with the
satisfying economy and exceptional maneuverability of the small car, in which class
the Sprite is the undisputed leader.

lts achievements on road and track throughout the world are legentl—from the smallest
local club event to the biggest international rally it is now an accepted fact in competition
circles that the Sprite will ligure prominently among the tinishers.

The secret of its amazing success lies partly beneath the hood~ power in plenty from
the twin carburetor BM(‘ type engine—now' developed to produce more power than
ever before! This. coupled with the remotely controlled, close ratio gearbox of the
Sprite Mk. ll means more zip, more sparkle, more e.\hilarating fun from every ashing mile.

(‘onsistcnt with the standardization of the British Motor (iorporation, most of the
major mechanical components are also in use in other BMC vehicles. so that to
purchase a Sprite Mk. ll is to have already in existence, a ready-made, fully-comprehensive,
world-wide parts and service organization!
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TOP PEHF()Hl\/IAl\lCE AND

l.ong established as
the nest power unit

of its class throughout
the world. the “A”
type BMC engine

\sith twin S.U. ear-
buretors has been

further developed to
provide a better-than-

ever sparkle to the
performance of the Sprite Mk. ll.
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l{\'er economical in use. this four-
eylinder o.h.v. engine has larger

inlet valves. high-overlap camshaft. and W
double valve springs. the result of which adds an

exciting response to the accelerator pedal. to
further the delight of the sports ear enthusiast.

The maximum developed power is 50 b.h.p. at
5.500 r.p.m. and it shows very commendable

torque at low revs.. the maximum ligure
being 52.5 lb. ft. at 2.750 r.p.m.

The four-speed. close-ratio gearbox has
s) nehromesh engagement on second. third
and top speeds. .-\ scintillating “third gear"
makes full use of the Sprite's acceleration and
adds generally to its "gr0wn»up" performance.



ECO MY

l. The drive for the re\:
counter ts taken trum the
real of the generatoi.

Z. Twin S.U. car»
buretors, type llS1,
provide perfect rc-
sponse to the throttle.

3. A lull<ovv oil
lter is tted
externally, the element
of which can be
easily replaced.

4. Ignition is by oil-
lilled coil. and distri-
butor having automatic
advance and retard
assisted by \ acuum
control.
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5. Rear suspension consists of quarter-
elliptic springs, securely anchored to the
frame members of the body, also
controlled hy hydraulic shock absorbers.

6. For extra quietness, and to keep the
floor line and the center of gravity’-
as low as possible. the rear axle has a
hypoid crown wheel and bevel pinion.

7. Rack and pinion steering provides the
super-sensitive type of steering so
essential in this type of ear. Only 2'/3
turns of the I6 in. diameter steering
wheel are required from lock to lock.

U. The anti-roll qualities of the latest
Sprite are largely due to its low center of
gravity and independent. coil-spring,
front suspension units, the top levers of
which are directly connected to hydraulic
shock absorbers for positive control
on the road.



TO SUM UP. . .

SMART INTERIOR

AMPLE LUGGAGE SPACE
COMFORTABLE RIDING

M __--M

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
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SLEEK BODY STYLING

ALL IN THE WORLD'S LOWEST PRICED
TRUE SPORTS CAR-AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE MARK II
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SPECIFICATION
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